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ABSTRACT
We present results from spectroscopic observations with the Michigan/Magellan Fiber System (M2FS) of
147 stellar targets along the line of sight to the newly-discovered ‘ultrafaint’ stellar systems Tucana 2 (Tuc
2) and Grus 1 (Gru 1). Based on simultaneous estimates of line-of-sight velocity and stellar-atmospheric
parameters, we identify 8 and 7 stars as probable members of Tuc 2 and and Gru 1, respectively. Our sample
for Tuc 2 is sufficient to resolve an internal velocity dispersion of 8.6+4.4−2.7 km s
−1 about a mean of −129.1+3.5−3.5 km
s−1 (solar rest frame), and to estimate a mean metallicity of [Fe/H]= −2.23+0.18−0.12. These results place Tuc 2 on
chemodynamical scaling relations followed by dwarf galaxies, suggesting a dominant dark matter component
with dynamical mass 2.7+3.1−1.3×106 M enclosed within the central∼ 160 pc, and dynamical mass-to-light ratio
1913+2234−950 M/LV,. For Gru 1 we estimate a mean velocity of −140.5+2.4−1.6 km s−1 and a mean metallicity of
[Fe/H]=−1.42+0.55−0.42 but our sample does not resolve Gru 1’s velocity dispersion. The radial coordinates of Tuc 2
and Gru 1 in Galactic phase space suggest that their orbits are among the most energetic within distance . 300
kpc. Moreover, their proximity to each other in this space arises naturally if both objects are trailing the Large
Magellanic Cloud.
Subject headings: galaxies: dwarf — galaxies: individual (Tucana 2, Gru 1) — (galaxies:) Local Group —
galaxies: kinematics and dynamics — methods: data analysis — techniques: spectroscopic
1. INTRODUCTION
A decade after the Sloan Digital Sky Survey revealed a
population of ‘ultrafaint’ Galactic satellites in the northern
hemisphere (e.g., Willman et al. 2005; Zucker et al. 2006; Be-
lokurov et al. 2007), a new generation of sky surveys has be-
gun charting the southern contingent. In the past year alone,
nearly two dozen ultrafaint objects have been discovered us-
ing data from Pan-STARRS (Laevens et al. 2015; Laevens et
al 2015), the Dark Energy Survey (Koposov et al. 2015; Bech-
tol et al. 2015; The DES Collaboration 2015; Kim & Jerjen
2015) and other surveys using the Dark Energy Camera at
Cerro Tololo (Kim et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2015).
The southern ultrafaints give new leverage to address old
questions about the nature and origin of Galactic substructure.
While it continues to be revised, the faint end of the galactic
luminosity function sets boundary conditions for galaxy for-
mation within a given cosmological model (Koposov et al.
2009). Complicating matters, the smallest (projected halflight
radii Rh . 30 pc) and least luminous (absolute magnitude
MV & −4) galaxies cannot be separated from globular clusters
on the basis of luminous structural parameters alone. For-
tunately, stellar kinematics and chemical abundances reveal
profound qualitative differences, as the smallest and least lu-
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minous dwarf galaxies tend also to have the largest dynam-
ical mass-to-light ratios, while globular clusters typically do
not exhibit evidence of dark matter (Mateo et al. 1993; Mateo
1998).
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the newly-discovered
objects is their apparent clustering near the Magellanic
Clouds. Koposov et al. (2015, ‘K15’ hereafter) point out
that the first batch of DES-detected objects lies, on aver-
age, closer to the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) than to
the Milky Way. Taking into account the spatial distribution
of previously-known Galactic satellites, as well as selection
effects due to uneven survey coverage, K15 go on to esti-
mate a ∼ 6% probability that the apparent clustering around
the LMC arises randomly among unassociated objects. From
their data alone, The DES Collaboration (2015) estimate a
< 0.1% probability of observing such clustering if the satellite
population is distributed isotropically around the Milky Way.
These apparent associations revive speculation regarding the
Magellanic Clouds’ viability as hosts for populations of their
own dwarf-galactic satellites (Lynden-Bell 1976; D’Onghia &
Lake 2008; Deason et al. 2015; Yozin & Bekki 2015). Given
potentially profound implications for accounting of substruc-
ture within the Galactic halo, spectroscopic followup is re-
quired in order to classify the new objects and constrain their
orbits.
Here we present an initial spectroscopic study of two ultra-
faint systems discovered using data from the first year of the
Dark Energy Survey: Tucana 2 and Grus 1. Tuc 2 is detected
as a stellar overdensity with MV ∼ −3.8 and Rh ∼ 165 pc, at
distance ∼ 57 kpc (K15, Bechtol et al. 2015, ‘DES15’ here-
after). Grus 1, originally spotted by K15 near a chip gap in
public DES images, is less luminous (MV ∼ −3.4), smaller
(Rh ∼ 62 pc) and farther away (D ∼ 120 kpc). The sizes
derived from photometry alone suggest that both objects are
dwarf galaxies, which typically have Rh & 30 pc, rather than
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2globular clusters, which typically have Rh . 30 pc (Gilmore
et al. 2007). We use our spectroscopic data to measure the
systemic velocities and internal chemo-dynamical properties
of these systems, as well as to identify individual member
stars for followup investigations.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We observed Tuc 2 and Gru 1 with the Michigan/Magellan
Fiber System (M2FS; Mateo et al. 2012) at the 6.5-m Mag-
ellan/Clay telescope at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile, on
the nights of 17 July (Tuc 2) and 18 July (Gru 1) 2015. We ob-
tained repeat observations of the Tuc 2 field on 12 September
2015. We selected spectroscopic targets from the photomet-
ric catalogs that K15 generated from public images taken as
part of the Dark Energy Survey (DES15), giving highest prior-
ity to point sources within 0.15 mag of metal-poor isochrones
overlaid on color-magnitude diagrams (Figure 1). We also ob-
served a handful of blue point sources in order to sample the
horizontal branch.
M2FS uses up to 256 fibers (entrance aperture of diameter
1.2 arcsec) over a half-degree field, with fiber collision toler-
ance of 12 arcsec (center to center). The fibers feed twin spec-
trographs that offer a variety of modes. For both Tuc 2 and
Grus 1, we observed the brightest targets (as well as horizontal
branch candidates) in ‘HiRes’ mode in one channel, covering
the range 5132 − 5186 Å at effective resolution R ∼ 18000.
Simultaneously, we observed the faintest targets in ‘MedRes’
mode in the other channel, deploying a new echellette grating
to cover the range 5100−5315 Å atR∼ 10000. Immediately
before and after science exposures, we acquired calibration
spectra from a quartz lamp and Th-Ar arc lamp. Also for the
purpose of calibration, we acquired several twilight spectra at
the beginning and end of each night.
Figure 1 displays color-magnitude diagrams for Tuc 2 and
Gru 1, from the catalogs that K15. Different symbols iden-
tify our spectroscopic targets, indicate quality of our spec-
troscopic measurements, and distinguish probable members
from nonmembers. Figure 2 shows the positions of these stars
on the sky. In the initial observing run (July 2015), we ob-
served the Tuc 2 field for 5×1800 s in below-average condi-
tions (thin cirrus, median seeing ∼ 1.0 arcsec) and the Gru1
1 field for 4× 2400 s in poorer conditions (similar seeing,
patchy clouds). In the followup run (September 2015), we ob-
served the same Tuc 2 field for 5×2700 s in variable but pre-
dominantly poor conditions (intermittent clouds, seeing& 1.0
arcsec).
We processed all data frames using standard IRAF routines
to extract one-dimensional, throughput-corrected spectra (see
Walker et al. 2015a and Mateo et al., in preparation). For
HiRes and MedRes spectra, we used ∼ 30 and ∼ 50 emission
lines, respectively, in the Th-Ar spectra to determine wave-
length solutions that we then applied to the adjacent science
exposures. Residuals to wavelength solutions typically have
rms ∼ 0.3 km s−1 (HiRes) and ∼ 0.7 km s−1 (MedRes). Com-
parison of Th-Ar spectra acquired before and after science ex-
posures indicate a drift of. 0.4 km s−1 (HiRes) and. 0.9 km
s−1, implying that a temperature-dependent shift that affected
previous M2FS observations of the Reticulum II dwarf galaxy
(Simon et al. 2015; Walker et al. 2015a) was negligible during
observations of Tuc 2 and Gru 1 (ambient temperature inside
the dome was more stable). Finally, for each science frame
we used the procedure of Koposov et al. (2011) to estimate
the mean sky background (∼ 30 fibers in each channel were
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FIG. 1.— Color-magnitude diagrams for stars within R≤ 15 arcmin of the
centers of Tuc 2 and Grus 1 (Koposov et al. 2015). Red lines are Dartmouth
isochrones (Dotter et al. 2008) for age = 12 Gyr, [Fe/H]= −2.5, [α/Fe]=+0.4,
and distance modulus m −M = 18.8 (57 kpc) for Tuc 2 and m −M = 20.4
(120 kpc) for Gru 1. Large circles (‘x’s) indicate stars for which we measure
velocities with errors ≤ 20 km s−1 (> 20 km s−1); filled circles are stars
with observations passing additional quality-control criteria (Section 4.1).
Dashed curves divide brighter targets observed with M2FS’s high-resolution
channel from the fainter ones observed with the medium-resolution chan-
nel. Red/black colors identify probable members/nonmembers, based on po-
sitions and spectroscopy (see Section 4.1).
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FIG. 2.— Standard coordinates for stars within 0.2 magnitudes of the
isochrones shown in the color-magnitude diagrams of Figure 1. Markers and
their colors have the same meanings as in Figure 1. Black ellipses mark 2D
elliptical halflight radii measured by Koposov et al. (2015). Large shaded
circles represent the M2FS field of view.
assigned to regions of blank sky), which we then subtracted
from all science spectra.
Figure 3 shows sky-subtracted M2FS spectra that we obtain
from stacked science frames for ten probable members (see
Section 4.1) of Tuc 2. Figure 4 shows spectra for seven prob-
able members of Gru 1 and, for comparison, two probable in-
terlopers contributed by the Galactic foreground. Best-fitting
model spectra are overplotted in each panel.
3. DATA
Following the Bayesian analysis described by Walker et al.
(2015b,a, ‘W15’ hereafter), we use the MultiNest software
package (Feroz & Hobson 2008; Feroz et al. 2009) to fit each
sky-subtracted spectrum with a model that is based on a li-
brary of synthetic spectra originally generated for the SEGUE
Stellar Parameter Pipeline (Lee et al. 2008a,b, ‘SSPP’ here-
after). The library spectra are calculated under the assump-
tion that the abundance ratio of α elements to iron depends
on iron abundance in the fllowing way: [α/Fe] = +0.4 for li-
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FIG. 3.— Sky-subtracted M2FS spectra (black) for probable members of
Tuc 2, with best-fitting models overplotted (red). The top eight spectra were
acquired with the ‘HiRes’ channel, the bottom two with ‘MedRes’, during the
July 2015 observing run. Text gives the target ID (see Table 1 for measured
properties).
brary spectra with [Fe/H] < −1, [α/Fe] then decreases lin-
early as metallicity increases from −1≤ [Fe/H]< 0, and then
[α/Fe] = 0 for [Fe/H] ≥ 0. Our fitting procedure differs in
one respect from that of W15: we adopt a log-normal rather
than a uniform prior for effective temperature. We determine
the mean and variance of this prior, independently for each
star, using the same relation between DES g − r color and
(logarithm of) SSPP effective temperature fit by Koposov et
al. (2015). Given the narrow wavelength range of our spec-
tra, posterior PDFs for Teff tend to be dominated by the prior,
thereby propagating valuable information derived from pho-
tometry.
FIG. 4.— Same as Figure 3, but for probable members of Gru 1 (best-fitting
models overplotted in red) and two examples of foreground interlopers (best-
fitting models in blue).
MultiNest returns random samplings from posterior prob-
ability distributions for line-of-sight velocity (vlos), effective
temperature (Teff), surface gravity (logg), metallicity ([Fe/H])
and eleven additional nuisance parameters that let us simulta-
neously fit the continuum, adjust variance spectra, correct for
systematic differences between wavelength solutions of target
and template spectra, and broaden template spectra according
to the instrumental resolution. For all physical parameters,
we record the first four moments of each posterior PDF: mean,
variance, skewness and kurtosis. We then adjust all means and
variances according to results from our ∼ 500 twilight spec-
tra, which we use to estimate zero-point offsets (and uncer-
tainties therein) with respect to known solar values (see W15
for details. Mean offsets (standard deviations) for the high-
resolution channel are 〈Teff −Teff〉 = −1 K (0.001 K), 〈logg−
logg〉 = −0.3 dex (0.07 dex), 〈[Fe/H] − [Fe/H]〉 = −0.32
4dex (0.03 dex). For the medium-resolution channel these off-
sets (standard deviations) are 〈Teff −Teff〉 = −1 K (0.001 K),
〈logg− logg〉 = +0.05 dex (0.03 dex), 〈[Fe/H]− [Fe/H]〉 =
−0.16 dex (0.03 dex).
For our spectroscopic observations of Tuc 2 and Gru 1, the
first seven columns of Table 1 list target ID, equatorial coordi-
nates, g- and r-band magnitudes from K15’s catalogs, helio-
centric Julian dates of observation and median S/N per pixel
in the sky-subtracted M2FS spectrum. Columns 8-11 list esti-
mates of vlos, Teff, logg, [Fe/H]; central values and error-bars
correspond to the mean and standard deviation of the posterior
PDF (adjusted according to our calibrations based on twilight
spectra), while values listed in parentheses are skewness and
kurtosis (S = 0 and K = 3 for a Gaussian distribution). The
final column indicates probability of membership in Tuc 2 or
Gru 1, based on the analysis described in Section 4.1. We note
that our repeat observations of several Tuc 2 targets yield pa-
rameter estimates that generally show good agreement, given
the formal errors. In subsequent analysis that uses stars with
multiple independent measurements, we merge those mea-
surements by taking inverse-variance-weighted means.
The online version of this article includes all sky-subtracted
M2FS spectra and corresponding variance spectra (in .fits
format), obtained during this program. Also provided are
complete results from our spectroscopic modelling, including
samples from 15-dimensional posterior PDFs for each star.
4. RESULTS
For all stars with formal velocity errors ≤ 20 km
s−1, scatter plots in Figure 5 display relationships among
spectroscopically- and photometrically-derived quantities.
4.1. Membership and Chemodynamical Properties
In previous analyses of similar data sets for the dwarf
galaxy Reticulum 2, W15 and Koposov et al. (2015) em-
ployed different strategies to identify member stars and in-
fer chemodynamical properties. W15 applied rigid veloc-
ity, metallicity and surface gravity cuts to discard likely fore-
ground stars, then used the remaining sample of likely mem-
bers to estimate parameters of a chemodynamical model that
allowed for the velocity and metallicity gradients found in
many dwarf galaxies (Battaglia et al. 2006; Battaglia et al.
2008, 2011; Walker et al. 2008). In contrast, Koposov et al.
(2015) modeled their entire sample as a mixture of member
and foreground populations, but did not allow for velocity or
metallicity gradients. Here we combine both strategies, mod-
eling our Tuc 2 and Gru 1 samples as mixtures of member
and foreground populations while simultaneously allowing
for gradients. In this analysis we employ the same quality-
control criteria we have used in previous work (e.g., W15),
considering only the 59 stars in Tuc 2 (36 stars in Gru 1) for
which posterior PDFs for velocity are approximately Gaus-
sian (skewness |S| ≤ 1, kurtosis |K −3| ≤ 1).
We assume that a fraction fmem of a given sample is con-
tributed by member stars whose velocities and metallicities
follow a bivariate normal distribution,
pmem
(
vlos, [Fe/H]|µmem,Σmem
)
=N2(µmem,Σmem) (1)
with mean vector
µmem ≡
(〈vlos〉mem + kvlosRcos(θ −θvlos )
〈[Fe/H]〉mem + k[Fe/H]R
)
(2)
that depends on position (R,θ), and covariance matrix
Σmem ≡
(
σ2vlos,mem + δ
2
vlos 0
0 σ2[Fe/H],mem + δ
2
[Fe/H]
)
, (3)
whose diagonal elements are broadened by observational er-
rors δvlos and δ[Fe/H] (we implicitly assume that velocity and
metallicity are uncorrelated). In Equation 2, 〈vlos〉mem is the
mean velocity at the center, kvlos is the magnitude of maxi-
mum velocity gradient and θvlos (measured from north of cen-
ter and opening to the east) specifies its direction. Similarly,
〈[Fe/H]〉mem is the mean metallicity at the center and k[Fe/H]
is the magnitude of maximum metallicity gradient, which we
assume to be isotropic.
We further assume that the remaining fraction 1 − fmem of
our sample is contributed by nonmember stars whose veloc-
ities and metallicities follow a different bivariate normal dis-
tribution,
pnon
(
vlos, [Fe/H]|µnon,Σnon
)
=N2(µnon,Σnon) (4)
with mean vector
µnon ≡
( 〈vlos〉non
〈[Fe/H]〉non
)
(5)
that does not vary over the M2FS field of view (radius Rfov ∼
29 arcmin), and covariance matrix
Σmem ≡
(
σ2vlos,non + δ
2
vlos 0
0 σ2[Fe/H],non + δ
2
[Fe/H]
)
. (6)
Finally, we assume that members and nonmembers are spa-
tially distributed according to exponential and uniform sur-
face brightness profiles, respectively, corresponding to proba-
bility distributions
pmem(R) =
R
R2e
exp
[
−
R
Re
]
. (7)
and
pnon(R) =
2R
R2fov
. (8)
Under these assumptions, a data set consisting of N obser-
vations, D≡ {(vlos,i, [Fe/H]i)}Ni=1, has likelihood
L(D|~θ) =
N∏
i=1
(
fmempmem(vlos,i, [Fe/H]i|µmem,Σmem)pmem(Ri)
+(1− fmem)pnon(vlos,i, [Fe/H]i|µnon,Σnon)pnon(Ri)
)
, (9)
that is specified by 12 free parameters: fmem, 〈vlos〉mem,
σvlos,mem, kvlos , θvlos , 〈[Fe/H]〉mem, σ[Fe/H],mem, k[Fe/H], 〈vlos〉non,
σvlos,non, 〈[Fe/H]〉non, σ[Fe/H],non. The parameter Re is not free,
but rather is fixed at the value estimated photometrically by
K15 after adjusting for ellipticity (Re = 6.0 arcmin for Tuc 2,
1.0 arcmin for Gru 1).
Table 2 lists prior PDFs that we adopt for each free param-
eter, as well as median-likelihood and 68% (95%) credible
intervals of posterior PDFs (sampled by MultiNest). Figure 6
displays random samplings from posterior PDFs for the mem-
ber populations’ means and dispersions.
For Tuc 2, member stars comprise a fraction 0.14+0.05−0.04 of
our quality-controlled (N =59) sample, which is sufficient to
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TABLE 1
M2FS STELLAR SPECTROSCOPY OF TUCANA 2 AND GRU 1a
ID α2000 δ2000 g r HJDb S/Nc vlos Teff log10[g/(cm/s
2)] [Fe/H] Pmember
[hh:mm:ss] [◦:′:′′] [mag] [mag] [days] [km s−1]d [K] [dex] [dex]
Tuc2-006 22:51:43.06 -58:32:33.7 18.78 18.12 7221.82 11.9H −128.5± 0.7(0.0,3.3) 5050± 149(0.2,3.0) 1.92± 0.38(−0.2,3.1) −2.48± 0.19(0.1,2.9) 1.00± 0.00
7278.50 14.5H −127.9± 0.8(0.6,4.4) 4985± 141(0.3,3.1) 1.96± 0.50(−0.1,2.6) −2.77± 0.18(0.3,2.9)
Tuc2-011 22:51:50.28 -58:37:40.2 18.27 17.57 7221.82 18.9H −127.6± 0.5(0.1,2.9) 4779± 101(0.4,3.1) 2.04± 0.23(−0.1,3.2) −2.42± 0.14(0.3,2.9) 0.99± 0.09
7278.50 17.8H −127.0± 0.5(−0.1,3.0) 4728± 93(0.4,3.2) 1.30± 0.28(−0.1,2.9) −2.35± 0.12(0.3,3.1)
Tuc2-022 22:52:21.38 -58:31:07.3 19.52 18.93 7221.82 6.4H −120.2± 2.0(−0.2,2.8) 5322± 171(0.1,3.0) 1.95± 0.73(−0.0,2.5) −2.42± 0.26(−0.1,2.9) 1.00± 0.00
Tuc2-033 22:51:08.32 -58:33:08.1 18.68 17.97 7221.82 11.6H −126.4± 0.5(−0.3,3.1) 4814± 118(0.3,3.0) 1.26± 0.29(−0.3,3.1) −2.21± 0.16(0.2,2.9) 0.99± 0.05
7278.50 12.4H −128.5± 0.5(−0.2,3.0) 4538± 109(0.2,3.0) 1.28± 0.29(−0.1,3.0) −2.56± 0.15(0.3,3.0)
Tuc2-047 22:52:22.99 -58:27:51.0 20.91 20.37 7221.82 6.8M −140.1± 7.2(−0.5,4.5) 5561± 204(0.2,3.0) 1.79± 0.91(0.2,2.5) −1.60± 0.32(−0.2,3.5) 0.50± 0.29
Tuc2-052 22:50:51.63 -58:34:32.5 18.83 18.17 7221.82 9.8H −122.8± 0.7(−0.1,3.5) 5206± 166(0.1,3.0) 1.95± 0.50(−0.3,3.0) −2.61± 0.21(0.0,2.8) 1.00± 0.00
7278.50 11.6H −123.9± 0.9(0.7,4.2) 4966± 149(0.3,3.1) 1.86± 0.47(−0.1,2.8) −2.71± 0.19(0.2,3.0)
Tuc2-074 22:53:06.67 -58:31:16.0 19.19 18.77 7221.82 9.4H −126.0± 1.5(0.0,3.4) 5877± 210(0.1,2.9) 2.23± 0.68(−0.2,2.7) −1.87± 0.25(−0.1,2.9) 0.42± 0.38
7278.50 7.6H −130.3± 1.8(−0.0,2.9) 5887± 211(0.2,3.0) 2.00± 0.79(0.1,2.4) −1.75± 0.27(−0.1,2.9)
Tuc2-078 22:50:41.07 -58:31:08.3 18.62 17.97 7221.82 8.9H −135.0± 0.9(0.1,3.1) 5090± 149(0.3,3.0) 2.11± 0.41(−0.3,3.2) −2.14± 0.19(0.1,2.9) 0.89± 0.24
7278.50 11.3H −135.8± 0.8(−0.2,3.4) 4936± 133(0.3,3.1) 1.96± 0.35(−0.2,3.1) −2.22± 0.17(0.2,2.9)
Tuc2-085 22:53:15.90 -58:31:52.6 21.01 20.51 7221.82 5.6M −130.8± 8.9(−0.0,2.1) 5532± 194(0.1,3.0) 3.93± 0.69(−1.0,4.4) −2.00± 0.39(−0.0,2.9) 0.94± 0.07
Tuc2-116 22:53:34.11 -58:38:10.3 19.87 19.23 7221.82 4.8H −146.4± 2.5(−0.0,3.6) 5268± 170(0.1,3.0) 3.40± 0.66(−0.6,4.6) −2.02± 0.31(−0.2,3.1) 0.75± 0.27
Gru1-003 22:56:37.05 -50:10:24.8 20.45 19.80 7222.80 2.7H −137.6± 3.9(−0.1,2.4) 5219± 179(0.1,2.9) 3.26± 1.08(−0.5,2.8) −2.03± 0.43(0.1,2.9) 0.99± 0.03
Gru1-004 22:56:40.78 -50:10:51.4 20.43 19.80 7222.80 2.9H −139.4± 1.4(0.1,3.5) 5225± 179(0.2,3.0) 2.18± 0.81(−0.3,2.5) −1.32± 0.34(0.0,3.0) 0.99± 0.04
Gru1-007 22:56:43.20 -50:11:30.0 21.10 20.46 7222.80 1.7H −142.7± 12.3(28.9,1462.6) 5240± 175(0.1,3.0) 1.21± 0.64(0.9,3.7) −1.19± 0.42(−0.7,6.7) 0.97± 0.05
Gru1-014 22:56:54.84 -50:11:32.6 18.91 17.86 7222.80 7.6H 19.5± 0.4(−0.2,3.2) 4288± 69(−0.2,2.9) 4.68± 0.33(−0.4,2.9) −0.56± 0.16(−0.0,2.8) 0.01± 0.04
Gru1-023 22:56:43.79 -50:13:32.7 21.48 20.94 7222.80 3.2M −147.5± 3.3(0.1,4.2) 5503± 190(0.1,3.0) 2.13± 1.05(−0.2,2.1) −1.12± 0.45(0.2,3.0) 0.83± 0.17
Gru1-027 22:57:09.40 -50:09:56.9 21.26 20.65 7222.80 4.1M 119.8± 2.2(−0.4,3.0) 5073± 102(0.1,2.9) 4.73± 0.22(−1.0,3.9) −0.74± 0.26(−0.0,2.7) 0.00± 0.01
Gru1-032 22:56:58.06 -50:13:57.9 18.52 17.51 7222.80 13.0H −138.4± 0.4(−0.1,3.1) 4270± 69(0.0,3.0) 0.72± 0.22(−0.1,2.4) −2.37± 0.10(0.2,2.9) 0.73± 0.40
Gru1-035 22:56:25.70 -50:14:14.2 20.90 20.41 7222.80 1.9H −143.1± 5.3(30.5,2432.1) 5587± 204(0.1,3.0) 2.28± 1.07(0.1,2.3) −1.08± 0.42(−0.3,3.8) 0.73± 0.22
Gru1-038 22:56:29.92 -50:04:33.3 19.12 18.30 7222.80 9.1H −144.3± 0.8(−0.3,3.1) 4532± 100(0.3,3.2) 0.87± 0.31(0.2,2.6) −2.10± 0.15(0.2,3.0) 0.69± 0.37
aThis version lists results only for stars with spectra shown in Figures 3 and 4. See electronic edition for complete data table.
b heliocentric Julian date minus 2.45× 106 days
cmedian signal-to-noise ratio per pixel; superscript specifies HiRes (H) or MedRes (M) channel
d line-of-sight velocity in the heliocentric rest frame
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR CHEMODYNAMICAL PARAMETERS
parameter prior posterior: Tuc 2 posterior: Gru 1 description
fmem uniform between 0 and 1 0.14
+0.05(+0.1)
−0.04(−0.07) 0.12
+0.06(+0.12)
−0.04(−0.08) member fraction
〈vlos〉mem [km s−1] uniform between -160 and -110 −129.1+3.5(+8.0)−3.5(−8.1) −140.5+2.4(+16.2)−1.6(−7.2) mean velocity at center (members)
σvlos ,mem [km s
−1] uniform between 0 and +500 8.6+4.4(+12.1)−2.7(−4.7) 2.9
+6.9(+73.0)
−2.1(−2.8) velocity dispersion (members)
〈[Fe/H]〉mem uniform between -5 and -1 −2.23+0.18(+0.53)−0.12(−0.24) −1.42+0.55(+1.49)−0.42(−0.79) mean metallicity at center (members)
σ[Fe/H],mem uniform between 0 and +2 0.23
+0.18(+0.48)
−0.13(−0.21) 0.41
+0.49(+1.19)
−0.23(−0.36) metallicity dispersion (members)
kvlos [km s
−1 arcmin−1] uniform between 0 and +10 0.7+0.9(+2.5)−0.5(−0.6) 1.2
+1.9(+6.2)
−0.7(−1.1) magnitude of maximum velocity gradient (members)
θvlos [
◦] uniform between -180 and +180 −18.0+96.0(+186.0)−97.0(−150.0) −96.0
+224.0(+268.0)
−51.0(−77.0) direction of maximum velocity gradient (members)
k[Fe/H] [dex arcmin
−1] uniform between -1 and 0 −0.01+0.01(+0.01)−0.02(−0.06) −0.16
+0.09(+0.15)
−0.13(−0.37) magnitude of metallicity gradient (members)
〈vlos〉non [km s−1] uniform between -500 and +500 37.1+10.5(+20.6)−10.5(−20.7) 19.7+14.5(+28.5)−14.2(−28.1) mean velocity (nonmembers)
σvlos ,non [km s
−1] uniform between 0 and +500 75.9+8.5(+17.5)−7.0(−12.8) 85.3
+11.6(+24.7)
−9.6(−17.1) velocity dispersion (nonmembers)
〈[Fe/H]〉non uniform between -5 and +1 −0.66+0.07(+0.15)−0.08(−0.15) −0.68+0.1(+0.2)−0.1(−0.2) mean metallicity (nonmembers)
σ[Fe/H],non uniform between 0 and +2 0.52
+0.06(+0.13)
−0.05(−0.09) 0.55
+0.09(+0.19)
−0.08(−0.14) metallicity dispersion (nonmembers)
resolve a velocity dispersion of 8.6+4.4−2.7 km s
−1 about a mean
of −129.1+3.5−3.5 km s−1. The mean metallicity is −2.23+0.18−0.12, but
metallicity dispersion is unresolved (Figure 6). For Gru 1,
members comprise a fraction 0.12+0.06−0.04 of our (N =36) sample
and we estimate a mean velocity of −140.5+2.4−1.6 km s−1, but the
velocity dispersion is unresolved (Figure 6). Gru 1 appears
to be more metal-rich than Tuc 2, with a mean metallicity of
−1.42+0.55−0.42, but the error bar is relatively large. Both samples
are too small to place meaningful limits on velocity or metal-
licity gradients; however, our estimates of means and disper-
sions marginalize over uncertainties in these gradients as well
as in all other parameters (including member fraction).
For each individual star, we use the posterior PDFs to eval-
uate probability of membership, Pmember, which is the ratio of
the first (member) term inside the product in Equation 9 to the
sum of both (member and nonmember) terms. The last col-
umn in Table 1 lists membership probability for each individ-
ual star—including those that, due to non-Gaussian velocity
PDFs, were excluded from the actual likelihood calculation.
We count 8 stars with velocity errors < 20 km s−1 that are
probable members (Pmember > 0.5) of Tuc 2, and 7 such stars
that are probable members of Gru 1. Shaded boxes in Figure 5
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enclose these stars, which appear as red circles (solid red if the
star has a Gaussian PDF and was used in our chemodynamical
analysis, otherwise open red) in the CMDs and maps of Fig-
ures 1 (note: probable members Gru1-003 and Gru1-004 are
almost perfectly superimposed in color-magnitude space) and
2 and in the isochrone relations at the bottom-right of Figure
5.
We notice that five of seven probable members lie outside
the projected halflight radius that K15 estimate for Gru 1
based on DES photometry. K15 advised readers to regard
this estimate with caution, given the location of Gru 1 near
a chip gap in the first-year DES images. While the configu-
ration of probable members in Figure 2 suggests that Gru 1’s
halflight radius may be underestimated, the peculiar arrange-
ment owes at least partially to selection: the two innermost
probable members also happen to be the only stars within the
halflight radius for which we obtained measurements. Given
the relatively large statistical uncertainties in our estimates of
Gru 1’s chemo-dynamical parameters, perhaps the only one
that is usefully constrained is Gru 1’s mean velocity (see Sec-
tion 5). Setting mixture models aside for the moment, if we
consider only the three stars toward Gru 1 that have metallic-
ity uncertainties ≤ 0.2 dex (also the only three stars with me-
dian S/N> 5 per pixel), two have velocities within the narrow
peak shaded in blue in Figure 5; these same two stars are also
the most metal-poor ([Fe/H]. −2) in our Gru 1 sample, pro-
viding reassurance that the velocity peak we associate with
Gru 1 (Figure 5) is not spurious.
4.2. Scaling Relations
Figure 7 places these new results in the context of scaling
relations established for dwarf galaxies and globular clusters.
The mean metallicity that we measure for Tuc 2 is entirely
consistent with the dwarf galaxy luminosity/metallicity (‘L-
Z’) relation (Kirby et al. 2013, middle panel of Figure 7).
Similarly, in terms of the quantity Rhσ2vlos/(GLV ) (dimension-
ally a mass-to-light ratio, where Rh is projected halflight ra-
dius and LV is V-band luminosity), Tuc 2 follows the well-
established dwarf galaxy relation (Mateo 1998) and is sepa-
rated by nearly two orders of magnitude from globular clus-
ters at similar luminosity. On these grounds, our results con-
firm that Tuc 2 is a dwarf galaxy and not a globular cluster.
Our spectroscopic results are less conclusive about the na-
ture of Gru 1. While the mean metallicity of −1.42+0.55−0.42 that
we estimate for Gru 1 is typical of globular clusters, it lies
within ∼ 1σ of the dwarf galaxy L-Z relation (middle panel
of Figure 7). Furthermore, since we do not resolve Gru 1’s
velocity dispersion, we obtain only an upper limit on Gru 1’s
dynamical mass: M(Rh) . 2.5× 106M enclosed within the
central ∼ 60 pc. This value is consistent with, but does not
require, a significant dark matter component. Pending deeper
data that resolve Gru 1’s velocity and metallicity dispersions,
the strongest evidence that Gru 1 is a dwarf galaxy remains
its large size (Rh ∼ 60 pc; K15), which places it on the dwarf
galaxy sequence and separates it from globular clusters (top
panel of Figure 7).
4.3. Dark Matter Content of Tuc 2
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF OBSERVED PHOTOMETRIC AND SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES FOR TUCANA 2 AND GRUS 1
quantity Tucana 2 Grus 1 description reference
αJ2000 22:51:55 22:56:42 R.A. at center K151
δJ2000 −58:34:08 −50:09:48 Dec. at center K15
l [deg] 328.0863 338.6793 Galactic longitude K15
b [deg] −52.3248 −58.2448 Galactic latitude K15
m−M [mag] 18.8± 0.2 20.4± 0.2 distance modulus K15
D [kpc] 57± 5 120± 11 distance from Sun K15
MV [mag] −3.8± 0.1 −3.4± 0.3 absolute magnitude K15
Re [arcmin] 7.67+1.02−1.18 1.33
+0.74
−0.26 exponential scale length (semi-major axis) K15
e≡ 1− (b/a) 0.39+0.10−0.20 0.41+0.20−0.28 ellipticity K15
PA [deg] 107± 18 4± 60 position angle K15
Rh [arcmin] 9.83+1.66−1.11 1.77
+0.85
−0.39 projected halflight radius
2 K15
Rh [pc] 165+28−19 62
+30
−14 projected halflight radius
2 K15
vlos [km s−1] −129.1+3.5−3.5 −140.5
+2.4
−1.6 mean line-of-sight velocity, solar rest frame this work
vlos [km s−1] −201.5+2.4−2.3 −185.7
+2.1
−1.8 mean line-of-sight velocity, Galactic rest frame
3 this work
σvlos [km s
−1] 8.6+4.4−2.7 <9.8 internal velocity dispersion this work
kvlos [km s
−1 arcmin−1] < 1.5 < 3.1 velocity gradient this work
θvlos [deg] · · · · · · PA of velocity gradient this work
〈[Fe/H]〉 [dex] −2.23+0.18−0.12 −1.42+0.55−0.42 mean metallicity this work
σ[Fe/H] [dex] < 0.4 < 0.9 metallicity dispersion this work
k[Fe/H] [dex arcmin
−1] > −0.0 > −0.3 metallicity gradient this work
M(Rh) [M] 2.7+3.1−1.3× 106 < 2.5× 106 dynamical mass4 enclosed within Rh this work
Υ [M/LV,] 1913+2234−950 < 2645 dynamical mass-to-light ratio
5 this work
1 DES15 report similar values for Tuc 2.
2 Rh ≈ 1.68Re
√
1− e
3 calculated using the solar motion measured by Schönrich et al. (2010)
4 M(Rh)≈ 5Rhσ2vlos/(2G); assumes equilibrium, negligible binary stars
5 Υ≈ 2M(Rh)/LV
Assuming spherical symmetry, dynamic equilibrium and
that binary motions contribute negligibly to the measured ve-
locity dispersion, one can use crude approximations to trans-
late the size and velocity dispersion of Tuc 2 into a dynami-
cal mass. For example, the formula of Walker et al. (2009)7
implies that the mass enclosed within the sphere with radius
equal to Tuc 2’s projected halflight radius (Rh = 165+27.8−18.5 pc;
K15) is M(Rh) ≈ 5Rhσ2vlos/(2G) = 2.7+3.1−1.3× 106M. The cor-
responding dynamical mass-to-light ratio is ≈ 2M(Rh)/LV =
1913+2234−950 (the 99.9% credibility interval excludes values
smaller than 200) in solar units, suggesting that dark matter
dominates Tuc 2’s gravitational potential.
Finally, we use our velocity data to estimate the pro-
files dD/dΩ ≡ ∫∞0 ρ(l)dl and dJ/dΩ ≡ ∫∞0 ρ2(l)dl, where
ρ(l) is the density of dark matter at distance l along
the line of sight. For a given particle physics model,
the quantities D(θ) ≡ ∫ θ0 2pi sin(θ′)dθ′dD(θ′)/dΩ and J(θ) ≡∫ θ
0 2pi sin(θ
′)dθ′dJ(θ′)/dΩ are proportional to the flux of pho-
tons from dark matter decay and annihilation processes,
respectively. We estimate the density profile under as-
sumptions of spherical symmetry and dynamic equilibrium,
following the procedure described in detail by Bonnivard
et al. (2015a,b). Table 4 lists the corresponding D(θ)
and J(θ) factors and 68% (95%) credible intervals for a
range of integration angles. At θ = 0.5◦, the angle that
is typical of previous gamma-ray searches using Fermi-
LAT (Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2014; Geringer-Sameth et al.
2015b), we obtain log10[D(0.5
◦)/(GeVcm−2)] = 18.4+0.7−0.7 and
log10[J(0.5
◦)/(GeV2cm−5)] = 18.7+0.9−0.7. These values rank Tuc
7 The formula of Wolf et al. (2010) is similar, implying that the
mass enclosed within the 3D halflight radius, r1/2 ≈ 4/3Rh, is M(r1/2) ≈
3r1/2σ2vlos/G.
TABLE 4
DARK MATTER DECAY AND ANNIHILATION EMISSION FACTORS FOR
TUC 2.
θ log10[D(θ)/(GeVcm
−2)] log10[J(θ)/(GeV
2cm−5)]
[deg]
0.01 15.4+0.4(+0.9)−0.3(−0.7) 16.3
+0.7(+1.6)
−0.7(−1.5)
0.05 16.7+0.5(+1.0)−0.4(−0.6) 17.6
+0.6(+1.3)
−0.7(−1.3)
0.1 17.3+0.5(+1.0)−0.4(−0.7) 18.0
+0.6(+1.4)
−0.7(−1.3)
0.5 18.4+0.7(+1.2)−0.7(−1.2) 18.7
+0.9(+1.8)
−0.7(−1.4)
1 18.8+0.8(+1.4)−0.9(−1.5) 18.9
+1.1(+2.1)
−0.9(−1.5)
2 ∼ 10th among known dwarf galaxies for decay, and ∼ 8th
among known dwarf galaxies for annihilation (cf. Figure 6 of
Bonnivard et al. 2015a, Figure 4 of Bonnivard et al. 2015b,
Figure 4 of Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015a). Thus we do not
expect Tuc 2 to exhibit the strongest decay/annihilation sig-
nals, but it can contribute meaningfully to analyses that stack
data from multiple sources.
5. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
Table 3 summarizes the observed properties of Tuc 2 and
Gru 1, combining our new spectroscopic results with the pre-
vious photometric results from K15 and DES15. Our M2FS
spectroscopy confirms that Tuc 2 is a dwarf galaxy, following
the well-established luminosity-metallicity relation and pos-
sessing a large dynamical mass-to-light ratio. Gru 1 is likely
also to be a dwarf galaxy but, given the large uncertainty in
its spectroscopic metallicity and its unresolved velocity dis-
persion, the strongest evidence for this conclusion remains its
large size (Rh ∼ 60 pc; K15). Nevertheless, our spectra are
sufficient to measure Gru 1’s mean velocity (−140.5+2.4−1.6 km
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s−1 in the solar rest frame), which is strikingly similar to that
of Tuc 2 (−129.1+3.5−3.5 km s−1). Taken with the fact that Tuc 2
and Gru 1 are separated by just∼ 30 kpc in three-dimensional
space, these results provide new clues about the Galactic halo
and/or the origins of its occupants.
For example, Figure 8 depicts coordinates in radial phase
space for Galactic satellites, placing our estimates for Tuc
2 and Gru 1 among other dwarf galaxies (data from Mc-
Connachie 2012) and globular clusters (Harris 1996, 2010
update). Viewed in this space, Tuc 2 and Gru 1 appear to
be among the least bound objects in the Galactic halo. After
applying a crude adjustment to account for unknown tangen-
tial velocities—i.e., multiplying by a factor of
√
3—the mag-
nitude of Gru 1’s velocity in the Galactic rest frame (vlos =
−185.7+2.1−1.8 km s−1) exceeds the local escape speed calculated
for a Navarro, Frenk & White (1997, NFW hereafter) dark
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FIG. 7.— Size, mean metallicity and dynamical mass-to-light ratio vs ab-
solute magnitude, for Galactic globular clusters (black points) as well as
dwarf spheroidal satellites of the Milky Way (blue points with errorbars) and
M31 (red points with errorbars). Quantities plotted for Tuc 2 and Gru 1 are
adopted from K15 and this work. Data for globular clusters and dSphs are
adopted, respectively, from the catalog of Harris (1996, 2010 edition; we in-
clude only clusters with velocity dispersion measurements) and the review of
McConnachie (2012).
matter halo with Milky-Way-like mass M200 = 1012M and
concentration c = 12 (Klypin et al. 2002). Only two other
dwarf galaxies with distances . 300 kpc are known to share
this property: Leo I (rMW ∼ 260 kpc, vGSR ∼ +170 km s−1;
Zaritsky et al. 1989) and Boötes III (rMW ∼ 46 kpc, vGSR ∼
+240 km s−1; Carlin et al. 2009). Thus, Gru 1 may join these
objects in building the case for a more massive Milky Way
(e.g., Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2013).
On the other hand, the relatively small phase-space separa-
tion between Tuc 2 and Gru 1 might point in a different di-
rection. Such a configuration would arise naturally if the two
objects share similar orbital histories via a mutual association
with the Magellanic Clouds. The blue curve in Figure 8 rep-
resents the past orbit of the LMC, integrated in the potential
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of the aforementioned NFW halo with boundary conditions
given by the proper motion measurements of Kallivayalil et al.
(2013). The orbit calculation includes effects of dynamical
friction within the Galactic halo, estimated using the formula
of Chandrasekhar (1943), which we calibrate using N-body
simulations (Jethwa et al., in preparation). The radial phase-
space coordinates of Tuc 2 and Gru 1 lie near what would be
the trailing tail of the LMC along this orbit (Figure 8).
Delving more deeply into this scenario, Figure 9 compares
positions and velocities of Tuc 2, Gru 1 and other newly-
discovered ultrafaint satellites—Horologium I (Koposov et al.
2015), Reticulum 2 (Koposov et al. 2015; Simon et al. 2015;
Walker et al. 2015a), Hydra II (Kirby et al. 2015)—to those
of structures associated with the Magellanic Stream (‘MS’;
Nidever et al. 2010). The satellite configuration straddles the
Magellanic system and generally follows its velocity trend.
While Ret 2, Tuc 2 and Gru 1 move with systematically more
negative velocities than does the Stream, this situation is ex-
pected for Magellanic satellites, which are impervious to the
ram pressure that affects Stream gas (ram-pressure also causes
trajectories of the Stream to differ from that of the LMC it-
self). Moreover, positions of the satellites are offset from the
MS midplane by up to ∼ 20◦, causing their velocity vectors
to project along the line of sight differently than if they were
in the midplane. Accounting for this effect, which is largest
for Tuc 2 (∼ 20 km s−1), would bring the satellites into closer
agreement with the calculated LMC orbit. With this correc-
tion, Gru 1’s velocity deviates from that of the calculated
LMC orbit (at Gru 1’s stream longitude, projected along the
line of sight to Gru 1) by∼ 85 km s−1, and Tuc 2’s deviates by
∼ 135 km s−1. Both offsets are consistent with the random or-
bital motions expected for Magellanic satellites (Deason et al.
2015). We present a thorough investigation of this scenario in
forthcoming paper (Jethwa et al. in preparation).
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BMS (units of K), and gray contours indicate Galactic HI emission (intervals of 10 100, 1000 K). Red curves depict the same LMC orbit shown in Figure 8.
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